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As is well-known, Abraham Ibn Ezra's Biblical commentaries 
train his knowledge of astronomy, astrology, philosophy, grammar, 
and other subjects on the interpretation of the Biblical text. Of all 
these disciplines, he regards Hebrew grammar as the most important 
vehicle for the establishment of the meaning of a word or a verse. 
Therefore, his commentaries are full of grammatical theories, which 
were further developed in his subsequent grammatical works. 

In his commentary on Qohelet, Ibn Ezra makes numerous gram-
matical remarks. Some are directly connected with the meaning of 
the text of Qohelet, but others are longer excurssuses about grammar 
unconnected to the meaning of Qohelet. 

This article will analyze Ibn Ezra's grammatical theories in his 
commentary on Qohelet against the backdrop of other works and 
the theories of earlier grammarians '. 

PRONUNCIATION OF THE HEBREW CONSONANTS 

In his commentary on Qoh 5:1, Ibn Ezra introduces a long 
discussion on the language of religious poems, especially those by 

My deepest appreciation to Dr. David S. Sperling from HUC-JIR in New York 
for his help with my English. 

' For the text of Ibn Ezra's Commentary on Qohelet, cf. M. GÓMEZ ARANDA 
(éd.), El comentario de Abraham Ibn Ezra al libro del Eclesiastés. (Introducción, 
traducción y edición crítica), Madrid 1994. In the cases of Biblical quotations, I have 
translated them according to Ibn Ezra's explanations, but sometimes I have used the 
translation The Holy Bible. New Revised Standard Version, Oxford 1989 (henceforth 
NRSV). 
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Eliezer ha-Qallir. Ibn Ezra criticizes the use of the rhyme in EHezer 
ha-QalHr's poems, mentioning some of the rhymes which he does 
not agree with, and thus making some remarks about the pronunci-
ation of the Hebrew consonants. 

Ibn Ezra rejects the rhyme in and nnip which appears in one of 
EHezer ha-QaUir's poems 2. He says that if the reason for this rhyme 
is that n and n belong to the guttural letters, then «the N and the v 
could have rhymed with them» \ Ibn Ezra also remarks the rhyme 1 
and 1 in a poem by Qallir between >.ib and K>î  ,̂ claiming that if the 
rhyme 2 and ì is possible, a rhyme with n and ù would also be 
possible, because they belong to the same group of consonants \ 
And, he adds, 

therefore, the [number of possible] rhymes would be five, according 
to the classification of consonants with regard to their pronunciation. 

This classification appeared for the first time in the Sefer Yësîrâ ^ 

^ For an annotated text of Ibn Ezra's commentary on Eliezer ha-Qallir's piyyûûm, 
see also J. YAHALOM, Poetic Language in the Early Piyyut, Jerusalem 1985 pp. 185-
196 [in Hebrew]. Yahalom was not able to find this rhyme among Qallir's poems, 
but he found a rhyme n and n in another of his poems; cf. p. 192. For the complete 
text of this poem, cf. M. SACHS (éd.), "TIDD OV*? IIÌDD ; > Í̂>31 pî̂ n ,nwn nvio bDÎ? IÌTHD, 
Breslau s.d., p. 311. M. Sachs describes this poem as an acrostic of the words D1> 
oni£5D. Ibn Ezra also criticizes the language of the piyyûfim in his Safa Bërûrâ, but in 
this case, he pays attention to morphological structures not to question of pronunci-
ation, cf. E. RUIZ GONZÁLEZ (ed.). Safa Bërûrâ de Abraham Ibn '^Ezra^ (Introducción, 
traducción y edición crítica), Madrid 1994 [unpublished dissertation] (henceforth SB), 
vol. I, p. 15*, vol. n, pp. 58-61. 

^ The process of weakening in the pronunciation of the n, and its subsequent 
confusion with the pronunciation of the n, took place in Palestine, probably under 
Greek influence; cf. J. YAHALOM, Op. cit., p. 192. For a discussion about the process 
of weakening in the pronunciation of the guttural letters, cf. A. SÁENZ-BADILLOS, 
Historia de la Lengua Hebrea, Sabadell s.d., pp. 92-93, 175, and W. WEINBERG, 
«Observations About the Pronunciation of Hebrew in Rabbinic Sources», HUCA 56 
(1985) 117-143. 

^ For the text of this poem, cf. J. YAHALOM, Op. cit., p. 193. Yahalom remarks 
that a process of interchanging 1 and the fricative n took place in Palestinian Hebrew, 
as it is evident from old manuscripts coming from this area, like some manuscripts of 
the Mishnah. For the process of interchanging 1 and 1 in Rabbinical Hebrew, cf. A. 
SÁENZ-BADILLOS, Op. cit., p. 184. 

^ In his Sefer Sahôt, Ibn Ezra names the group formed by the consonants :i, % D 
and D with the expression m\yn TÌPTÌÌN «labial letters»; cf. C. DEL VALLE (ed.), Sefer 
Sahot de Abraham ibn Œzra (Edición crítica y traducción), Salamanca 1977 (henceforth 
Sahôt) pp. 160-161. 

^ The five groups are vnriN/ <T'Dì3/ p'0>v Tì'OObT/ wniíot, cf. Sefer Yësîrâ 4:3 and 
W. BÂCHER, Die Anfange der hebrãischen Grammatik, Leipzig 1895, pp. 20-23. About 
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In addition to that, Ibn Ezra criticizes the rhyme n and n from a 
different point of view. He says that, 

if the justification for rhyming n and n is that they look alike, then 
one may also rhyme 1 and i; and in addition to that, we can find in 
the Bible [the cases] t̂ Nì̂ n (Num 2:14) and bNìV̂  (Num 1:14), omin 
(1 Chr 1:7) and omn (Gen 10:4). 

In his Sefer Sahôt, he also criticizes this usage of rhyme, 

some say that il£)p is like ilDp because they are similar in shape, like 
bNiV*? (Num 2:14) and bN-l̂ 7 (Num 1:14), but this is absolutely 
incorrect \ 

In this remarks we observe how Ibn Ezra uses irony to ridicule 
the use of rhyme. 

Ibn Ezra also rejects the rhyme between o>\?Qvyn and o>?ria in 
one of Qallir's poems, although he says that v:? and T\ have the same 
place of articulation ^ In fact, Ibn Ezra cites some biblical words in 
which K> is used instead of n, such as p'JOiJn «we will justify our-
selves» (Gen 44:16), hitpa^'el from pl^, or liT̂ vp̂ p «we took as our 
provision» (Josh 9:12), hitpa'^el from i^^, and n̂ \?ii!>l «they disguised 
themselves» (Josh 9:4), hitpa'^el from î üí ^ 

The rhyme o1>, i1>7£) and y\t¡^ in a poem by Qallir is also 
criticized by Ibn Ezra °̂. He thinks that this is an inappropriate 

the grammarians before Ibn Ezra who used the concept of the place of articulation 
as a criterium to classify the Hebrew consonants, cf. SB, vol. H, pp. 63-65 note 2. 

^ According to his explanation, these are two different names for the same person; 
cf. Sahôt, pp. 464-465. 

^ According to the classification of the consonants in the Sefer Yësirâ 4:3, V) and 
n belong to the group formed by the consonants 7, D, b, 3 and n, which are 
pronounced «with the middle of the tongue and with voice». In his Sefer Sahôt {ed. 
cit., pp. 160-161), Ibn Ezra names this group ii\y!7n ni^niN «letters of the tongue». 

^ The emphatic u is used here instead of n, because in these three cases, the roots 
begin with the sibilant i{; cf. W. GESENIUS, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar. As Edited 
and Enlarged by the Late E. KAUTSCH, Oxford 1910 ,̂ p. 149. In his Sefer Sahôt {ed. 
cit., pp. 222-223), Ibn Ezra says that ü is used instead of the n of the hitpa'^el, so that 
^ could be clearly pronounced. 

°̂ It must be noticed that fìnal D" was pronounced like final y in Palestinian 
Hebrew in Eliezer ha-Qallir's time. For a discussion of this matter, cf. H. YALON, 
«Zur palastinischen Aussprache des Schluss -m wie n», MGWJ 77 (1933) 429-430. 
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rhyme, although he admits that there are some cases in the Bible 
where 3 is used instead of D, such as pm (Job 24:22) and p\?n (Ezek 
4:9). In addition, he remarks that the rhyme is inappropriate, because 
the radical n of o1> is not equivalent to the non-radical 3 of i1>!7V and 
iî lS), which come from nbv and ntû. Ibn Ezra then proceeds to 
define the purpose of rhyme as follows, 

the point of rhyme is to be pleasant to our ears, and to make us 
aware of the identity of the terminal sounds. 

As is frequent in Ibn Ezra's style, he employs irony to ridicule 
Qallir's method of rhyming, 

perhaps he has a sixth sense so that he can feel that D sounds like D, 
although they do not have the same place of articulation ". 

Ibn Ezra's irony continues in his criticism of Qallir's rhyme by 
citing the rhyme nvy1v and nw Ĵp, that is, the rhyme of the sibilants sb 
and vy. He affirms that «this is inappropriate, unless the worshipper 
is an Ephraimite» '2. 

These remarks about Qallir's rhymes indicate that Ibn Ezra was 
accustomed to the standards of the Spanish rhyme, which were 
different from those followed by Qallir ^̂  They also show that the 
pronunciation of Hebrew in Spain in Ibn Ezra's time was different 
from that of Palestine in Eliezer ha-Qallir's time, especially the 
pronunciation of the gutural letters and final O". On the other hand, 
they show that Ibn Ezra followed the classification of consonants as 
appeared in Sefer Yesírâ. 

^^ According to the Sefer Yesírâ 4:3, Q belongs to the group of those letters 
pronounced «between the lips with the tip of the tongue», like i, i and £Ï; whereas 3 
belongs to the group formed by 7, v?, !?, 3 and n. 

^̂  According to the Bible, the Ephraimites pronounced \J) like <v (Judg 12:5-6). 
^̂  J. YAHALOM, Op. cit., p. 192, and B. HRUSHOVSKI, mnn t?vy ni>\yNin ni\:?>\yn 

>PD> TV vvm p nivn, Hasifrut 2 (1971) 721-741, especially pp. 738-741. B. Hrushovski 
says that in Ibn Ezra's time, the rhyme in the Spanish Hebrew poetry was based on 
the last syllable of the verse, not on the morphology of the word or on the stress. 
According to him, this rule was different from those in other languages, because of 
the importance given to the consonant preceding the last vowel. 
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THE HEBREW CONSONANTS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 

In his comments on Qoh 7:27, Ibn Ezra classifies the Hebrew 
consonants from a different point of view. There he explains that 
the consonants are classified into two groups: radical consonants 
and servile consonants ^̂ . He maintains that the servile consonants 
can be added to a word, but the radical ones can only be added in 
the reduplicated words, such as D în^nvy «dark» (Song 1:6), from 
nn\y; in this word the radical consonants n and l SLTC duplicated ^\ 
In his Safa Bêrûrâ, Ibn Ezra develops his theories on the reduplica-
tion structures of the Hebrew words, and he mentions this word as 
an example of the reduplication of the second and the third letters 
of a root ^̂  The classification of consonants into radical and servile 
was common to all medieval grammarians from Saadia Gaon on-
ward, and it reñects the importance to distinguish between the 
letters which constitute the root of a word and those which have a 
function in the word. 

In connection with the servile character of the Hebrew conson-
ants, in his comments on Qoh 4:12, Ibn Ezra affirms that when ì is 
added to a noun, it has a paragogic function, such as 1PV>?C?) «a 
spring of water» (Ps 114:8) or 13H «son» (Num 24:3,15), that means 

"̂̂  In his own words, «the servile consonants are y)Dn IN b̂ nv̂ D (= like the shoot of 
the father of a multitude)». As it was common in medieval grammarians' works, in 
this mnemonic formula the author's name appears; «the father of a multitude» is 
Abraham, according to Gen 17:5, «no longer shall your name be Abram, but your 
name shall be Abraham; for I have made you the ancestor of a multitude of nations». 
This formula also appears in his Sefer Sahôt {ed. cit., pp. 172-173), and he remarks 
that it is like his own name. For a study of Ibn Ezra's mnemonic formulae, cf. W. 
BÂCHER, Abraham Ibn Esra ah Grammatiker, Budapest 1881 (henceforth Grammatiker), 
pp. 57-58; «Les signes mnémoniques des lettres radicales et serviles», REJ 16 (1888) 
286-288 and SB vol. I, p. 59*, vol. II, pp. 235-239. 

^̂  He mentions in his Sefer Sahôt that half of the consonants are always radical, 
and half of them are either radical or servile, cf. Sahôt, pp. 170-173. The radical 
consonants are *n£5t7 >)U Vùi op. W. Bâcher remarks that the first word of this 
mnemonic formula refers to the epithet given to the poet, yopn, and the last one is 
the name of his homeland, Spain; cf. Grammatiker, p. 57. About this question, see 
also SB vol. II, pp. 68 and 239, and Sefer Mo^'znayim, cf. W. HEIDENHEIM (ed.) >3tND 
vo K*iî ) p DDiDDn niDün I>ND *I"I omiN n >n>n ODnnb \î;*Tpn ^w"?, Offenbach 1791 
(henceforth Mo^znayim), p. 3a. 

'̂  SB vol. I, p. 59*, vol. II, p. 240. See also his comments on Lev 13:49 and Song 
1:6, cf. H. J. MATHEWS (éd.), Abraham Ibn Ezra's Commentary on the Canticles, 
London 1874, p. 4 (2 of the translation). 
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that the word has the same meaning without it '̂ ; but when 1 is 
added to a verb, it is usually considered a pronominal suffix, like in 
lDj7ri> «he attacks him» (Qoh 4:12) ^̂  In his comments on Qoh 7:14, 
he insists on the paragogic function of the > in words such as 
bv ^mi? (Ps 110:4), >T\H^r3 (Isa 1:21), >mn (Lam 1:1) and so on ^\ 

With regard to some peculiarities of the Hebrew consonants, it 
is worth noting Ibn Ezra's remarks on the assimilation of some of 
them, because they reflect his tendency to compare Biblical Hebrew 
words to their equivalents in Aramaic and Rabbinical Hebrew. In 
his commentary on Qoh 10:1, he refers to the assimilation of the í 
in the word ^inn and pii?, both from the root Vii ^^. This assimilation 
is indicated by the dagts in the 3. About this matter, Ibn Ezra 
includes a long commentary on Qoh 9:11 on the assimilation of the 
3 at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of a word. He gives 
emphasis to the assimilation of the 3 in the imperfect of y^ù verbs, as 
is evident by the dages in the second radical in the following forms: 
Ĥ -̂% liJ î V̂ %̂ and vv?!>i; but he also remarks that the i appears in 
the participle of these verbs: :̂ t?l3, N 1̂3, 1T113 and vv?1i ^̂  After that, 
Ibn Ezra mentions the word ^T\s¿) as an example of the assimilation 
of the 3 in the middle of a word; according to him, the dages in the 
31 reflects the assimilation of the 3 of the word >̂ \i), from the root 
nw 2̂  Ibn Ezra also observes that the 3 is missing in n i and in nv, 
because they are from rm and riDV ^̂  

'̂  Ibn Janah had already made this remark regarding 1D3 (Num 24:3,15) in his 
Sefer ha-Riqmâ; cf. M. WILENSKY (éd.), T^nyy yiH wv nb (vn̂ !7N INÍID) riDpin lûo 
ìiin pN n7in> n bvy nivn iniJini, Jerusalem 1964, p. 69 (henceforth Riqmâ). 

^^ In his Sefer Sahôt Ibn Ezra also mentions these examples in order to distinguish 
paragogic 1 from 1 indicating the suffix for the third person masculine singular, cf. 
Sahôt, pp. 212-215. About the functions of the 1 at the end of a word, see SB, vol. i, 
pp] 25*, 27*-28*, vol. 11, pp. 90-91, 95-100. 

^̂  Riqmâ, p. 77. 
^^ Ibn Janah's Sefer ha-Sorasim, cf. W. BÂCHER (éd.), Sepher Haschoraschim: 

Wurzelworterbuch der hebrãischen Sprache von Abulwalid Merwan Ibn Ganah (R. 
Jona), Berlin 1896, (henceforth Sorañm), s.v. vii. 

^̂  This theory had already been widely explained by Judah Hayyuj; cf. W. NUTT 
(éd.), Two Treatises on Verbs Containing Feeble and Double Letters by R. Jehuda 
Hajug of Fez. Translated into Hebrew from the Original Arabic by R. Moseh 
Gikatilla of Cordoba, to Which is Added the Treatise on Punctuation by the same 
Author translated by Aben Ezra, London - Berlin 1870 (henceforth Treatises). 

^̂  Jonah Ibn Janah had already pointed out that >3\g and D>3\y are from nw and 
that the 3 is missing in w^rw, feminine form of D>_3\y, cf. Sorañm, s. v. nw. 

^̂  These examples of the assimilation of the í are also mentioned in his Sefer 
Sahôt {ed. cit., pp. 240-241). Jonah Ibn Janah had already remarked that the 3 of rm 
is missing in the word m, cf. Sorañm, s. v. mi. 
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Ibn Ezra bases his opinion about the lack of 3 in the word T\^ on 
Rabbinical Hebrew and Aramaic, because in Rabbinical Hebrew 
there is m1v, and in Biblical Aramaic np^P )̂ (Ezra 4:10,11; 7:12) ^\ 
He also refers to Aramaic to prove that the D of the word ^)H is 
missing in the word nsnis, because in Aramaic it is HWH. The same 
explanation is made by Ibn Ezra with regard to the word o>\?n, 
which is p\?pn in Aramaic ^\ In his Safa Bêrûrâ, he refers to Arabic 
to prove that the ^ is assimilated in the word nsjN. In this case, the 
question of the assimilation of the 3 is used by Ibn Ezra to demon-
strate that there are grammatical similarities among Hebrew, Aramaic 
and Arabic, and to justify the comparison of the Hebrew language 
with the other two in order to establish grammatical rules. 

The lack of some consonants for reasons of pronunciation is 
analyzed by Ibn Ezra in several places in this commentary. The lack 
of the letters n or t in some words is mentioned by Ibn Ezra in his 
comments on Qoh 7:27. There, he explains that when the n of the 
pronoun for the second person masculine singular is added to the n 
of the root, the latter is missing, as in nio) «you may cut» (Deut 
20:20) from niD. It is worth noting that in his commentary on Hos 
2:13, Ibn Ezra states that this is due to the difficulty in pronouncing 
two of the same consonants in one word, and for this reason, one 
of them is dropped ^̂  Ibn Ezra also explains that the n of the root 
nn\y is missing in the word mv^D (1 Kgs 1:15), because the n of the 
feminine is added, and the n has a patah to indicate that it is 
feminine and make it different from the masculine form ni^p (Num 
11:28, Josh 1:1) ^\ This theory was later developed in his grammatical 
works ^l 

'̂* M. JASTROW, A Dictionary of the Targum, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and 
the Midrashic Literature, New York 1967, s. v. mi^; cf. also Ch. J. KASOWSKI, I^ÌN 
Hûbnn iì\yb, Jerusalem 1964, s. v. TOÌ^Ì. 

^̂  Ibn Janah had already considered ô vpn from the root o^n, and based his 
assumption on the equivalent word in Aramaic; cf. Sorasîm, s. v. mn. 

^^ A. LiPSHiTZ (éd.). The Commentary of Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra on Hosea, New 
York 1988, pp. 30, 35-36; cf. also U. SIMON (éd.), Abraham Ibn Ezra's Two Commen-
taries on the Minor Prophets, Ramat Gan 1989, vol. I, p. 38 [in Hebrew]. 

^̂  The same explanation about this word appears in his Sefer Sahôt {ed. cit., pp. 
182-183). Jonah Ibn Janah had stated that yrwr^ is a feminine form from m\y, but he 
had remarked that the correct feminine form should be nrsyòiu, because in his view, 
the sign of feminine is lacking in ixyôn, and besides, the vowel of the third radical 
has been displaced to the second radical; cf. Sorasîm, s. v. ni\y and Riqmâ, p. 385. 

2̂  SB vol. I, pp. 20*, 31*, vol. 11, pp. 73, 110-111. See also Sahôt, pp. 182-183 and 
Mo^znayim 33a. 
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With regard to the word T\r\H, Ibn Ezra says that the l of itiH is 
dropped because the n of the feminine is added. According to Ibn 
Ezra, the reason is that the places of articulation of n and l are 
very close to each other ^̂  This explanation is also mentioned in his 
Safa Bêrûrâ, Sefer Sahôt and Sefer Mo^znayím ̂ °. 

A concept that was widely extended in medieval commentaries 
and grammatical works was the concept of interchangeability of 
consonants. This means that one can establish the meaning of a 
word by changing a consonant for another one. The medieval 
exegetes used this method to varying degrees. For example, Menahem 
ben Saruq and Jehudah Hayyuj applied this method to the conson-
ants >, n, 1 and K, and to v and \y. Other grammarians such as 
Saadia Gaon and Dunash ben Labrat used this method more exten-
sively. 

Ibn Ezra is very cautious in using this method. In his comments 
of Qohelet 9:11 and 12:5, he affirms that the only letters to be 
interchanged are >, n, 1 and N. In this commentary, we observe that 
he does not admit the interchangeability of v and ^ because he does 
not agree with those who interpret bDP 'fool' as ^yo 'intelligent' 
(Qoh 10:6), and nùD^ 'intelligence' as nÙDt? 'foolishness' (Qoh 
1:17). However, in his later works Ibn Ezra is not very consistent 
with this theory, and admits the interchangeability of P and ^. In 
his Sefer Mo^znayim, he even admits the interchangeability of D, 3 
and n ^K 

MORPHOLOGY 

In several commentaries Ibn Ezra refers to the difference between 
transitive (or causative) and intransitive verbs. According to him 
there are verbs intransitive in the ^a/-conjugation which become 
transitive or causative in the derivative ones. In his Sefer Sahôt, 

^^ In Sefer Yësîrâ 4:3, it is said that n and l belong to the group of consonants 
pronounced «with the middle of the tongue and with voice». In his Sefer Sahôt {ed. 
cit., pp. 182-183), Ibn Ezra also mentions the opinion of those who affirm that ntyti 
is not from TON 'one' but from nN 'brother', but he rejects this opinion. 

°̂ SB vol. I, p. 84*, vol. II, pp. 323-325; Sahôt pp. 170-171, 180-183, and Mo'znayim 
13a. 

'̂ Mo^znayim 3a. About the question of the interchangeability of the Hebrew 
consonants, cf. SB vol. I, pp. 45-51. 
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after saying that the verbs are classified into two groups, Ibn Ezra 
describes this difference as follows: 

the first group is constituted by the intransitive verbs (iDiV bV1£>), 
and this means that the action of the subject does not affect another 
[part of the sentence], but it remains in itself, like 0\?, 1D)¡; and iv)>; 
the second group is constituted by the transitive verb (H3V !:'Vif)), 
that is, the action of the subject comes out (Nii>) to another and does 
not remain in itself ^̂ . 

He also adds that some verbs intransitive in qal become transitive 
in the derivative conjugations, like o>î7ri, hifil from op, l^r^W, hifil 
from iw and iwSn, hifil from ivy> ^\ This remark stresses the 
importance of distinguishing the meanings of roots in their different 
conjugations, and proves that Ibn Ezra is very precise and consistent 
in practicing this theory. He says that ^vt>'^} is intransitive in Qoh 
2:9, because it is in qaU and therefore, it means «I became great», 
but in Qoh 2:4 >3n!7tr>ri has a transitive meaning, because it is in 
hifil, and so it means «I made great works» ^̂  

In his commentary on Qoh 1:8, we observe how Ibn Ezra 
applies this concept to the interpretation of this verse. Ibn Ezra 
disagrees with those who interpret the word o>v.̂ ? with a transitive 
meaning, that is, 'to cause weariness', because according to him, the 
verb ))y> is intransitive in qal, and it is in pi^el where it acts as a 
transitive verb, as in «do not make the people toil (Vlî î) up there» 
(Josh 7:3). Ibn Ezra explains that in Qoh 1:8 o>v.̂ > means that the 
things are useless by themselves, because they lack the Divine Will 
and the necessary strength, therefore «nobody can tell anything 
about them» ^\ 

Ibn Ezra also insists on the difference between transitive and 

^̂  Sahôt, pp. 306-309 and Mo^znayim 43ff. For a discussion on this matter, cf. 
Grammatiker, pp. 123-126 and L. PRIJS, Die grammatikalische Terminologie des 
Abraham Ibn Esra, Basel 1950, pp. 110 ff. 

^̂  Sahôt, pp. 308-309. For the use of this terminology in the works by Judah 
Hayyuj and Moshe ha-Kohen ibn Chiquitilla, cf. L. PROS, Op. cit., p. 111. See also 
SB vol. I, pp. 32*-34*, vol. II, pp. 115-122, and Mo'znayîm 43b. 

"̂̂  Ibn Janah had remarked the transitive meaning of "?!> in hifil as different from 
that in qal; cf. Sorasim, s.v. b*T>. 

^̂  Ibn Janah considered that in this verse the adjective is used instead of the active 
participle of the verb, and he said that it should have been D>V.PQ, that is, in pi'^el; cf. 
Riqmâ, p. 328. 
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intransitive verbs in his commentary on Qoh 6:2. According to his 
explanation, the root ivn has an intransitive meaning in qal, 'be 
lacking of something' or 'be in want of something', and he specifies 
that it requires a construct state to inform what kind of things 
someone is lacking of, as in «am I lacking of (ivii) madmen?» (1 
Sam 21:16), and «they are not lacking of (nt?n) all that they desire» 
(Qoh 6:2) ^̂  In his explanation of these verses, Ibn Ezra adds the 
preposition yo to the verb ion, and we deduce that this verb is 
considered by Ibn Ezra as one of those verbs which need a preposi-
tion to introduce a complement. This theory was later developed in 
his Safa Bërûrâ ^\ In his comments on Qoh 6:2, Ibn Ezra also 
affirms that this root has a causative meaning in pi'^el, 'to cause to 
be lacking' or 'to deprive', as in «you have made them a little less 
(initpn^pi) than the divine beings» (Ps 8:6). As Ibn Ezra explains, 
this verse means that God made human beings a little less perfect 
than divine beings; in addition to that, he rejects the opinion of 
those who interpret ìn3\pn3;ìl as a verb with two objects (direct 
object and indirect object), because, according to this interpretation, 
the verse would mean «you deprived him of the divine beings» ^̂  

Ibn Ezra also refers to the difference between lv)Dri and *iv)| in 
his commentary on Qoh 10:10. ^^'^n is an hifil form from *i\yD, and 
so it has a transitive meaning, 'to give success to someone', and this 
is the meaning in Qoh 10:10, wisdom is more advantageous than all 
the sufferings, because «it gives success to the human beings», and 
guides them rightly, preventing his power to weaken. On the other 
hand, in qal, yv'D has an intransitive meaning, 'to be useful', as in 
«the thing is useful (lVi)Dl)» (Esth 8:5). 

In connection with the concept of transitiveness of the verbs, it 
is important to notice that Ibn Ezra considers that every transitive 
verb has always a direct object, although it is omitted in the sentence. 
In his explanations, Ibn Ezra provides a direct object when a 
transitive verb occurs without it. In his commentary on Qoh 2:3, he 
says that the verb >r|l3 in «my mind guides {ynSi) with wisdom» has a 
traiisitive meaning and that the implicit direct object is «its affairs», 
and thus the verse means «my mind guides its affairs with wisdom». 

^̂  The same examples appear in Sahôt, pp. 312-315. 
^̂  SB vol. I, pp. 32*-=33*, vol. II, pp. 117-118. 
^̂  With regard to the root ivn, Ibn Janah observed that it can act as a transitive 

or intransitive verb in qal, but it is always transitive in hifil; cf. Sorasim, s.v. ion. 
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The same explanation is made up with regard to ^\:>)>D (Qoh 12:3); it 
has a transitive meaning and its implicit direct object is npn\pn 'the 
grinding'. The verse thus means that the women who grind decrease 
(w)iiû) their grinding (npn\9ri) until they stop working ^̂  One of the 
most important exegetical methods in Ibn Ezra's commentaries is 
the ellipsis, as a means of explaining difficult biblical passages by 
supplying the words that are missing from the text ^̂ . 

The possibility of a verb of having two objects (direct and 
indirect objects) is pointed out by Ibn Ezra in his commentary on 
Qoh 2:21. He says that the word ì3p3;ì> is a transitive verb with two 
objects in this verse, and it means, «he will give his part (direct 
object) to him (indirect object)», as in «since you have given the 
land of the Negeb (direct object) to me (indirect object)» (Josh 
15:19, Judg 1:15). In his commentary on Qoh 11:6, he clearly 
remarks that the verb nnri does not have two objects in all the 
Bible, and therefore, îfl> mT) Î7N means «your hand must not leave 
the sowing», being nm the predicate of :fi>, and it is in feminine 
because 12 is feminine, following the rules of grammatical agreement. 
r\m !7N can be considered as the second person masculine singular 
with the meaning «do not let», but in this case in Ibn Ezra's view, 
two objects would occur, «hand» and «sowing», and the verse 
would mean «do not let your hands stop the sowing», and according 
to Ibn Ezra, this is not possible ^̂  

The peculiarities of the different verbal conjugations are also 
discussed by Ibn Ezra in this commentary. He distinguishes between 
the ^úr/-conjugation and the rest of them, which are called l i | 
«heavy» conjugations. He refers to the pi'^el as «the heavy conjugation 
with dages» or «the verbal conjugation with dages», and to the hif^il 
as «the heavy added conjugation» '*̂ . 

^̂  Ibn Ezra's explanation is different from the traditional interpretation of this 
verse, «the women who grind cease working because they are few (^V^D)», cf. NRSV, 
p. 690. For more on transitive verbs without direct object in Ibn Ezra's works, cf. 
Grammatiker, p. 125. 

"̂^ Cf. M. FRIEDLÃNDER, Essays on the Writings of Abraham Ibn Ezra, London 
1877, vol. IV, pp. 131 ff, and SB vol. 11, p. 30 note 1. 

^^ Modern translations of this verse interpret VùVs as the second person mascuhne 
singular from m^ with the meaning «do not let your hands be idle» or «do not hold 
back your hand». 

^'^ About this matter and the influence of Judah Hayyuj's terminology, cf. L. 
PROS, Op. cit., pp. 60-61. See also SB vol. 11, pp. 71, 72, and 134. 
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In his commentary on Qoh 2:20, Ibn Ezra refers to the punc-
tuation of the «heavy» conjugations; he states that the pi^el-iovm 
^wb should have a dages in its second radical, because the N is not 
one of the guttural letters, and these are the only letters which omit 
the dages in the pi'^el conjugation "̂^ He also marks the omission of 
the dages in the second radical of the form nvyĵ i (Qoh 7:28), pi'^el 
from \ypi. 

In some other commentaries, the morphological structures of the 
verbal conjugations are discussed. In his commentary on Qoh 2:10, 
Ibn Ezra compares two defective hifil forms: b^Kjl (Num 11:25), 
hifíl from b^K, is like pTD? (Isa 27:5), hifil from ptn, because in 
these two forms the characteristic > of the hifil conjugation is 
omitted ^. 

In his commentary on Qoh 12:5, he says that when a verbal root 
begins with o or \î), a metathesis between o or \î) and the characteris-
tic n of the hitpa'^el occurs in this conjugation, as in bi^p^l (Qoh 
12:5), hitpa'^el from !7it7, bbiBüD (Exod 9:17), hitpa^'el from bbp, and 
VpSrs'^r^ (Isa 59:15), hitpa'^el from bbv) ^̂  

In his commentary on Qoh 12:5, Ibn Ezra mentions Judah 
Hayyuj's theory that every verb has a tri-consonantal root, and 
verbs like op or ivy have a second radical consonant which is > "̂^ 
This second consonant appears in «[the command of Queen Esther] 
fixed (o^p) these practices of Purim» (Esth 9:32); the word m>i and 
the verbal form pin prove that the second radical consonant of p is 
a >. Ibn Ezra remarks the similarities between the verbs p i and o>p: 
n3>i is like «whether they sit or rise (oriD>p))» (Lam 3:63), because 
in both cases the > appears; «you have discerned (3npi) my thoughts» 
(Ps 139:2) is like «you have risen (îipp)» (2 Sam 12:21). It must be 

^^ For a discussion on the punctuation of the pfel in verbs with guttural letters, 
cf. Sahôt, pp. 414-415 and SB vol. I, pp. 39*-40*, vol. 11, pp. 143-147. This remark 
was observed by Hayyuj in his comments on the root VK>, cf. Treatises, p. 23. 

^ Judah Hayyuj had already observed that l̂ N̂̂ I is in the «heavy» conjugation; cf. 
Treatises, p. 19 (23 of the translation). 

"̂^ This was already remarked by Ibn Janah; cf. Riqmâ, p. 191. 
^^ Judah Hayyuj was the first grammarian who demonstrated that the Hebrew 

root system was actually tri-consonantal, and that there are some verbs with a 1 or > 
as the second root consonant, which sometimes is missing. For more information on 
this matter, cf. A. SÁENZ-BADILLOS and J. TARGARONA BORRAS, Gramáticos Hebreos 
de Al-Andalus (siglos X-XII). Filología y Biblia, Córdoba 1988, pp. 95-108 and D. 
SiVAN, «Biblical Hebrew Roots and Quiescents According to Judah Hayyuj's Gram-
matical Works», HUCA 60 (1989) 115-127. 
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noticed that Ibn Ezra does not reject Hayyuj's explanation in this 
commentary, but in his Sefer Sahôt, he claims that these verbs are 
bi-consonantal ^̂ . This question is widely studied in his Safa Bërûrâ. 
In this work, he presents the theories of Judah Hayyuj, Ibn Chiqui-
tilla, and Shemuel ha-Nagid who consider that these roots are tri-
consonantal. Ibn Ezra rejects all of their arguments and defends 
that they are bi-consonantal ^̂  

In his commentary on Qoh 10:4-5, Ibn Ezra points out the 
similarities between ri'̂ b and H"b verbs; he asserts that the word 
NŜ D (Qoh 10:4) is an active participle of the «heavy» conjugation 
of n£)n, being n instead of n ^̂  and it means «that who abandons 
(K£)*3D), leaves great sins» and it is referred to the one who leaves 
power. With regard to the word N̂ 1> (Qoh 10:5), he says that, 
although its third radical letter is an N, it follows the analogy with 
D'̂ t? verbs; he also remarks that «a heifer that tramples (N^i) [on the 
grass]» (Jer 50:11) is a similar case °̂. In his Safa Bërûrâ, he also 
studies the similarities between n^b and N'̂ b verbs ^̂  The question 
here involved is that, according to Ibn Ezra's opinion, the K and the 
n belong to the group of consonants (>, n, 1 and H) which can be 
interchanged. 

In his commentary on Qoh 3:18, Ibn Ezra explains that the 
second radical of duplicated verbs is not dropped in the pi^el, and 
therefore, the verbal form oil!? is not from nil , because the pi'^el 
infinitive of this root with this pronominal suffix should have been 
Dill!?; but Ibn Ezra considers that onilp is the infinitive form from 
n i l with the pronominal suffix for the third person masculine 
plural, and its meaning is «from among those He chose». He explains 
that God chose some people from among all the generations on 
earth ^^. The repetition of the first radical in the word bplpp (Qoh 
10:10) proves that this form is from bbp, as Jonah Ibn Janah and 
Judah Hayyuj had already pointed out ^̂  

^̂  Sahôt, pp. 332-346; cf. also Grammatiker, pp. 76-79, 87-95. 
^̂  SB vol. I, pp. 47*-54*, vol. II, pp. 184-214. 
"̂^ This had already been noticed by Jonah Ibn Janah; cf. Sorasïm, s.v. non. 
°̂ The similarities between n"b and H'ò verbs had already been studied by Judah 

Hayyuj, and before him, by Saadia Gaon and Menahem Ben Saruq; cf. D. SIVAN, 
Op. cit., p. 119. 

'̂ SB vol. I, pp. 47*-48*, vol. II, p. 187. 
^̂  Ibn Janah considered this word from the root H12 with the meaning 'to choose'; 

cf. Sorasìm, s.v. H12. 
^̂  Sorasim, s. v. bt?p and Treatises, p. 116 (135 of the translation). 
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On explaining Qoh 7:16, Ibn Ezra mentions the different 
interpretations of the verbal form ODÌWTÌ. According to him, it is a 
nifal form from onvy, and the dages in the vy indicates the assimila-
tion of the D of the nifal conjugation. In addition to this explanation, 
he rejects the opinion of those who consider this word as an hitpa'^el 
form and the dages in the \y indicating the assimilation of the n of 
the hitpa^el. In Ibn Ezra's view, the hitpa'^el form from ODW should 
be ODlìiVi)Tì ^\ 

Ibn Ezra also makes in this commentary some explanations on 
the structure of the Hebrew words, making connections between 
those having the same structure. In his commentary on Qoh 1:3, he 
explains that I1ITÌ? has the same structure as lilDt. He sometimes 
remarks that when two words have the same structure, they are 
derived from the same type of verbs; this is the case of niv^ and 
\V)^1 (Qoh 1:14), which have the same structure as mm and yom, 
because they are derived from n̂ b̂ verbs ^\ In his explanation on 
Qoh 7:26, he affirms that the structure of o^iliJD is the same as that 
of o>Dñ)3, because both are derived from w or >̂'V verbs ^̂ . He also 
states that iriln (Qoh 3:19) has the same structure as i^iD, because 
both are derived from >'̂D verbs using 1 instead of > ^\ 

In his commentary on Qoh 9:12, Ibn Ezra lays a great stress on 
words having a /̂ w^^aZ-participle structure without preformative D 
(except in the case of rn^m), but they are actually ga/-passive 
participles; i.e., they have a pu'^alim structure, but they are pa'^ulim. 
Ibn Ezra mentions the different opinions about this matter of the 
grammarians who preceded him, and his comments can be considered 
a compendium of earlier opinions on this matter. Judah Ha3^uj 
said that the words are the following four: «and the bush was not 
consumed (bBN)» (Exod 3:2), «if you see me as I am being taken 
(nî?b) from you» (2 Kgs 2:10), «lame (mvi^) foot» (Prov 25:19), and 
«snared (o>\i)|7i>) at a time of calamity» (Qoh 9:12). Hayyuj consi-

^^ Judah Hayyuj claimed that ODiwri was an hitpa'^el form from DD\y, and it should 
be ODlV!)TiTi, cf. Treatises, pp. 118-119 (138 of the translation). For a discussion of the 
duplicated verbs by Hayyuj, see pp. 102-105 (119-121 of the translation). About Ibn 
Ezra's theories on the duplicated verbs and their morphological structures, see SB 
vol. I, pp. 58*-66*, vol. II, pp. 231-262. 

55 ĵ rĵ -̂  and i1>vi are derived from nvi, and mm and ysmi are derived from noi; 
cf. Treatises, pp. 73, 94-95, and Soraslm, s.v.wi and nm. 

^̂  o>7liíD is from i^^ and o>pñ« is from mi. 
^̂  imn is from im and 1̂ 1D is from ivy>; cf. Treatises, pp. 31-32. 
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dered that b|)K and nî?b should actually be bìDK and nìpb according 
to their meaning; with regard to o>\i)|7i>, Hayyuj said that it should 
be D>\?ip>, as in Jer 5:26 ^K Jonah Ibn Janah added a new case, «the 
boy who will be born (l^i^n)» (Judg 13:8), which should actually be 
lúm, as in 1 Kgs 3:26. Shemuel ha-Nagid rejected these interpreta-
tions, because according to him, the n of T ì̂̂ n is in place of the 
relative pronoun ^^H, as in nb^ino «that was renowned» (Ezek 
26:17) ^\ According to Moshe ha-Kohen Ibn Chiquitilla, as quoted 
by Ibn Ezra, these cases are only four. Ibn Chiquitilla includes l^i^n 
(Judg 13:8) in his list, but niv^n (Prov 25:19) is not included; the 
reason for this exclusion is that Ti'j^^m belongs to the group of 
intransitive verbs, whereas o>Vì)pì>, b3N, lìb^^n, and npb belong to the 
group of the transitive ones. Regarding to nT:ym, Moshe ha-Kohen 
Ibn Chiquitilla claimed that the Mreq was instead of holem, and 
therefore it should have been Tq))^rò ^. Ibn Ezra simply cites these 
opinions, but he does not give his own; he only says that UW'QV is 
an adjective. This theory is also mentioned in his Safa Bêrûrâ, Sefer 
Sahôt, and Mo^znayím ^K 

The structure of the segolate nouns is discussed by Ibn Ezra in 
this commentary. On commenting Qoh 1:2, he explained the changes 
of vocalization in the segolate nouns when used in the construct 
state. He says that the word bill does not belong to the same group 
as \)H, because bio changes its vocalization in the construct state, 
biq, but X)^ does not change. He also adds some examples of 
nouns belonging to the group of (̂̂ ìS but changing their vocalization 
in the construct state: «the chamber of (yíTs) your bed» (Exod 7:28, 

^̂  Treatises, p. 17 (19-20 of the translation). 
^̂  J. and H. DERENBOURG, Opuscules et Traités d'Abou 'l-Walid Merwan ibn D janah 

(Rabbi Jonah) de Cordoba, Amsterdam 1969, pp. 15-17. For Shemuel ha-Nagid's 
opinions, ibid. pp. XL-XLI. Ibn Ezra criticizes Shemuel ha-Nagid's interpretation, 
because the n of nb^mn cannot be considered as being instead of the relative i^N, 
since there is no other similar case in all the Bible; cf. L. LEVY, Reconstruction des 
Commentars Ibn Esras zu den ersten Propheten, Berlin 1903, (henceforth Reconstruction), 
p. 11. 

^̂  As is quoted in Ibn Ezra's Sefer Sahôt, Moshe ha-Kohen Ibn Chiquitilla was of 
the opinion that it is possible to know if a verbal form is qal or pu^al according to its 
transitiviness, because in qal the verb is transitive, but it becomes intransitive in 
pu'^al; therefore, the four cases mentioned above should have a ga/-passive participle 
structure, because they have a transitive meaning; cf. Sahôt, pp. 450-451; cf. also 
Grammatiker, pp. 99, 106. 

'̂ SB vol. I, p. 40*, vol. II, pp. 146-147, 173; Sahôt pp. 450-453, and Mo'znayim 
47b-48a. 
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2 Kgs 6:12), «shut your doors (^Tb'j)» (Isa 26:20), and «pouring out 
your wrath (îfîinq)» (Hab 2:15), these are the construct states from 
^70, îi^7 and n)3D ^^^ 

In his commentary on Qoh 2:17, Ibn Ezra writes about the 
words with a plural structure and a singular meaning, such as 
onivp, o>?n and o>pip]t. He remarks the importance of considering 
o>->n as a singular noun and not as a plural adjective in Qoh 2:17. 
According to this assumption, the verse means «I hated life», but 
not «I hated living beings». On commenting Qoh 6:8 and Qoh 
10:19, he also insists on the possibility of considering o>->n either as 
a plural adjective or as a singular noun ^̂  

In his explanation of Qoh 10:1, Ibn Ezra states that it is possible 
to distinguish if a word is an adjective or a noun according to its 
vocalization; he explains that np^ 'precious' is an adjective in Qoh 
10:1, but np> 'preciousness' is a noun either in absolute or construct 
state, and both are different from np> that is the adjective in the 
construct state. Ibn Ezra cites some verses as example: «and their 
eyes see every preciousness (lp;>)» (Job 28:10), a noun in absolute 
state, «and the splendor of (*ip;>) his pompous majesty» (Esth 1:4), a 
noun in construct state, and «one who is cool in spirit (nil np>) has 
understanding» (Prov 17:27), an adjective in construct state ^̂ . 

The lack of grammatical agreement between the different parts 
of the speech is indicated by Ibn Ezra in several commentaries. In 
his long digression of Eliezer ha-Qallir's piyyûûm on Qoh 5:1, he 
says that in one of Qallir's poems, yvw is used in masculine with an 
adjective in feminine, riDfìN. He criticizes this use and says that 
nww should have been used instead. In his commentary on Qoh 
11:2, he insists on the lack of agreement between the subject nvi in 
feminine and the predicate n>ti? in masculine; he does not say what 
form should have been used instead, but he simply mentions a 
similar case, «if a young woman (nbìDi Ty}V)) is (ri>0?) engaged» 

^̂  In his Safa Bërûrâ, Ibn Ezra studies the grammatical structures of the segolate 
nouns, and he mentions the same examples; cf. SB vol. I, pp. 68*-69*, vol. II, pp. 
266-268. In his Sefer Sahôt (ed. cit., pp. 282-285), he also distinguishes between the 
group of X)^ arid the group of *P2T}. See also Mo^znayim 29a. This cuestión had 
already been discussed by Ibn Janah; cf. Riqmâ, p. 225; cf. also Grammatiker, p. 81. 

^̂  This is also discussed in his Sahôt, pp. 272-273; cf. also Grammatiker, p. 84. 
^ Jonah Ibn Janah had already pointed out the difference between i|7> in absolute 

state and ií7> in construct state; cf. Riqmâ, pp. 139-140. 
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(Deut 22:23) ^̂  In Qoh 10:12 the lack of agreement between the 
subject and the predicate is stated by b>t?3 n1n£3éí «the lips of the 
fool» in plural and W'P^y^ «consumes him» in singular, as in «dead 
flies {T\)Ì2 >IOJ, pi.) spoils (v)>Ni2, sing.)» (Qoh 10:1), and «the sun 
[and] the moon (pi.) stands still (inv, sing.)» (Hab 3:11). In his 
commentaries to these two latter verses, Ibn Ezra explains that the 
plural subjects actually means «each one of them», and therefore, it 
requires a singular predicate ^̂  

According to his commentary on Qoh 11:5, we must assume that 
Ibn Ezra considered that the agreement between an adjective and a 
noun must be indicated by number, gender and definite article. He 
affirms that in mow i^?i? (Qoh 11:5), ntòr^ri is a noun, and it 
means «the full woman», i.e., «the pregnant woman», because if it 
were an adjective of ima «in a womb», the latter should have been 
i m i , i.e., with the definite article indicated by the patah, because 
nKt?)3n has the definite article. 

The vocalization of the n functioning either as the definite article 
or as the interrogative particle is remarked by Ibn Ezra in his 
commentary on Qoh 2:19 and on Qoh 3:21 ^\ According to his 
explanations, this is a question of great importance for the meaning 
of the verses. On commenting Qoh 2:19, he says that, 

the interrogative particle n is always with hatef-patah, but if it 
stands before sëwâ mobile, it is with patah. 

The same rule appears in his Sefer Sahôt ^̂  He also affirms that 
the interrogative particle n takes patah if it stands before N, n, n, v 
or 1, but in most cases it takes qames\ in his commentary on Qoh 
3:21, he says that the n functioning as the definite article takes 
games before the guttural letters and the n, but it sometimes takes 

^̂  Grammatiker, p. 85. In his explanation of Gen 1:14, Ibn Ezra points out that 
there is a tendency toward uniformity when a word is employed frequently, and so 
n>ti.> or abreviated >n>, is more frequent than n>nTi as would be expected; cf. H. N. 
STRICKMAN - A. M. SILVER (trans.), Commentary on the Pentateuch. Genesis (Bereshit), 
New York 1988, p. 38, note 106. 

^̂  Grammatiker, p. 134. 
^̂  Although he does not mention the case of Qoh 3:21, Ibn Ezra deals with this 

subject in his SB vol. I pp. 85*-86*, vol. II pp. 325-330, and Sahôt, pp. 186 ff. 
^̂  Sahôt, pp. 186-187. 
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patah before v ^̂  In the case of ODnn, Ibn Ezra says that the o with 
s e gol could either be the definite article or the interrogative particle, 
and although it should have taken qames, it takes segai, 

because the word could not have been pronounced properly, since 
the n is followed by two qamesim ^̂ . 

In his commentary on Qoh 3:21, Ibn Ezra lays great stress on 
explaining that the first n of nbivn is the definite article, not the 
interrogative particle, because it stands before a guttural letter and 
takes qames\ the n of ni^i^n is also the definite article, because the 
following ^ has a dages, as is usual in the case of the article. Had it 
been the interrogative particle, Ibn Ezra says, the n should have 
taken hatef-patah and the > should not have taken dages. According 
to Ibn Ezra's explanation, the verse means «who knows that the 
human spirit is the one who goes upward (nblvn) and the spirit of 
animals is the one that goes downward (nioi^n) to earth?» Ibn Ezra 
adds that very few people know the difference between these two 
kinds of spirits. Had the n of nb1vn and 3i7t)1̂ ri been the interrogative 
particle, it would have cast doubt on the statement that the human 
spirit goes toward God, whereas the spirit of animals goes downward 
to earth; in this case, the verse would mean, «who knows whether 
the human spirit goes upward and the spirit of animals goes down-
ward to earth?». Ibn Ezra's remark is of great importance, because 
one of his most remarkable philosophical ideas is here involved; 
that is, that the spirit of human beings goes up toward God when 
the bodies die. He finds in this verse a grammatical basis for this 
theory, and his comments on this prove that his interest of being 
consistent and precise in his grammatical observations is more than 
a mere interest in Grammar, it is a way of basing Philosophy on 
Grammar. 

Some remarks concerning the use of the comparative and the 
superlative are found in his commentary on Qoh 1:2. There, he 
explains that. 

^̂  Also Sahôt, pp. 188-189. 
™ According to Ibn Ezra, the n of o^nn is the interrogative particle in Qoh 2:19, 

«who knows whether they will be wise (tD^nn) or foolish?», but the definite article in 
Qoh 2:14, «the wise (ODm) has his eyes in his head». 
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a noun in the construct state followed by the plural of the same 
noun is used to indicate the superlative [in Hebrew]. 

o^bnr] biq (literally «vanity of vanities») means «the most import-
ant vanity». He also adds some examples of this construction: ô Dbp 
tf̂ D (Ezek 26:7) «king of kings», i.e., «the most important king», 
and o m ^ iiv (Gen 9:25) «servant of servants», i.e., «the lowest 
servant» '^\ In his commentary on Qoh 1:2, he also states that )3 is 
used to indicate a comparison and is used instead of irfo «more», as 
in «more than all (b|)3) who had been before me in Jerusalem» 
(Qoh 2:7), and «I have more understanding than all (b^D) my 
teachers» (Ps 119:99). In his commentary on Qoh 3:18, Ibn Ezra 
refers to the use of 3 to indicate a comparison and says that 
sometimes it is omitted in comparisons, as in «they are animals» 
(Qoh 3:18), which means «human beings are like animals (nmniD)». 
This very explanation appears in his commentary on Qoh 5:1 re-
garding to the verses «for the Lord your God is a devouring fire» 
(Deut 4:24), which means «He is like a devouring fire», and «for the 
Lord God is a sun and a shield» (Ps 84:12), which means «He is 
like a sun and a shield». Ibn Ezra insist very much in this point, 
because he wants to emphasize that one cannot use the epithets 
«sun», «shield» or «fire» to refer to God in the liturgical poems; one 
must use the name «God» or «the Lord» instead 2̂. 

In his explanation of Qoh 9:2, he affirms that this comparative 3 
sometimes appears in both parts of the comparison, as in ii\93 
HOln3 and it means «as are the good, so are the sinners, and vice 
versa»; he also mentions some examples in which this construction 
occurs: «as with the slave, so with his master (P3li2vf3 11^5)» (Isa 
24:2); according to Ibn Ezra's explanation, it means that the slave is 
like his master and vice versa, i.e.. Scripture emphasizes that there is 
no difference between them. He adds more examples: «I am as you 
are (̂ fDoD >p1)03); my people are like your people (̂ 1)3:̂ 3 ^BV?)» (1 Kgs 
22:4, 2 Kgs 3:7), and «darkness is as light (miN? nD>v)n3)» (Ps 
139:12) ̂ ^ 

*̂ Grammatiker, p. 117; cf. also W. GESENIUS, Op. cit., p. 431. 
^̂  More examples of the omission of the comparative 3 can be found in SB vol. I 

p. 42*, vol. 11, pp. 162-163. 
^̂  In his commentaries on Isa 24:2 and Ps 139:12, Ibn Ezra explains that this use 

«is a way of simplification»; cf. M. FRIEDLÃNDER (éd.). The Commentary of Ibn Ezra 
on Isaiah, London 1873, p. 41 (108 of the translation). About the use of this 
expression in Ibn Ezra's explanations, cf. L. PRIJS, Op. cit., p. 122. 
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In his commentary on Qoh 4:12, Ibn Ezra writes about the 
pronominal suffixes; with regard to 1£3J7TI> (Qoh 4:12), he says that 
the pronominal suffix 1 is joined directly to the end of the verb, but 
in other cases it is joined by 3 or n, as in inDĵ TiTi (Job 14:20) ̂ '̂ . 

SYNTAX 

Syntactical remarks are also found in this commentary on Qo-
helet. In his explanation of Qoh 8:3, Ibn Ezra mentions some 
Biblical verses in which a remarkable syntactic structure takes place; 
this is the case of the use of two verbs, one after the other, being 
the second one of them subordinated to the first one. Ibn Ezra 
explains that these two verbs must be related in either two ways: by 
the relative s) or using the second verb in infinitive. In Qoh 8:3 it is 
written ifbîi i>D£in briM bN, and according to Ibn Ezra's interpretation, 
it means «do not be hasty so that you go {j(2W^) from him» or «do 
not be hasty to go {TOV?) from him», m'^y nv7.̂ ;i (Hos 6:3) means 
«let us know that we follow after (nû f̂̂ pv))...» or «let us know to 
follow after (̂ n*;̂ !?)...». rxiir^ 'sir)r\ bn (1 Sam 2:3) means «do not 
exceed in what you talk (yyiïirw)>> or «do not exceed to talk (iBilp)» ̂ ^ 

As it has been shown in this article, Ibn Ezra considers that it is 
very important to follow the rules of the Hebrew grammar in order 
to interpret the Biblical text, and he tries to be very precise and 
consistent in his grammatical analyses, and therefore, he always 
cites parallel verses to prove his statements. This preciseness in the 
application of grammatical rules is more remarkable when philo-
sophical ideas are involved in a passage, because Ibn Ezra considers 
Hebrew Grammar as the basis for his Philosophy. 

We may also observe that he had a great knowledge of the 
theories of the grammarians who preceded him, and some of his 
commentaries can be considered a summary of these ones. 

He based his theories about the morphology of the Hebrew 
words, especially that of the irregular verbs, in those formulated by 
Judah Hayyuj and Ibn Janah, and his explanations of the roots of 

^^ About the pronominal suffixes joined by 3 or n, cf. Sahôt, pp. 214-217. 
^̂  S. R. Driver says that to translate this construction into English, the most 

common way is to translate the first verb as an adverb; cf. S. R. DRIVER, Notes on 
the Hebrew Text and the Topography of the Book of Samuel, Oxford 1913, p. 24. 
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the words are very similar to those by Ibn Janah in his Sefer ha-
Sorasim. 

The commentary on Qohelet was the first important work that 
Ibn Ezra wrote in his life, and therefore, he had not still written any 
of his grammatical treatises ^̂  The interest that Ibn Ezra lays on 
grammar in the rest of his commentaries is also great, but it is 
remarkable the amount of grammatical theories developed in this 
commentary, even when they do not have a direct relationship to 
the meaning of Qohelet; in my opinion, it proves that Ibn Ezra was 
eager to write a grammatical treatise when he wrote this commentary, 
and so his commentary on Qohelet can be considered a preparation 
for a grammatical work. Not too much time would pass until he 
began to write it. 

^̂  At the end of the commentary he wrote the date in which it was finished: 1140. 
For a chronological list of Ibn Ezra's works, cf. Reconstruction, pp. XVIII-XIX. 
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RESUMEN 

Abraham Ibn Ezra considera que el estudio de la gramática hebrea es el método 
más importante para establecer el significado literal de una palabra o de un versículo 
bíblico. Podemos encontrar sus teorías gramaticales no sólo en sus obras específicas 
de gramática, sino también en sus comentarios bíblicos. En su Comentario a Qohelet, 
Ibn Ezra hace numerosas observaciones sobre la pronunciación y peculiaridades de 
las consonantes hebreas, la morfología de nombres y verbos, algunas estructuras 
sintácticas específicas y otras similares. En este artículo, se examinan estas teorías en 
conexión con las obras gramaticales de este autor y con las opiniones de los 
gramáticos anteriores, sobre todo Juda Hayyuy y Joña ibn Yanah. 

SUMMARY 

Abraham Ibn Ezra considers the study of the Hebrew grammar to be the most 
important tool for establishing the literal meaning of a word or a Biblical verse. We 
find his grammatical theories not only in his grammatical works, but in his Biblical 
commentaries as well. In his Commentary on Qohelet, Ibn Ezra makes numerous 
grammatical remarks dealing with the pronunciation and peculiarities of the Hebrew 
consonants, the morphology of nouns and verbs, some peculiar syntactical structures, 
and the like. In this article, these grammatical theories in connection with Ibn Ezra's 
other works and with the theories of earlier grammarians, including Judah Hayyuj 
and Jonah Ibn Janah, are examined. 
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